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Abstract 
 

Heterogeneous wireless sensor networks (HEWSN) is a kind of wireless sensor networks 

(WSN), each sensor may has different attributes, HEWSN has been widely used in many 

aspects. Due to sensors are deployed  in unattended environments and its resource constrained 
feature, the design of security and efficiency balanced authentication scheme for HEWSN 

becomes a vital challenge. In this paper, we propose a secure and lightweight user 

authentication and key agreement scheme based on biometric for HEWSN. Firstly, fuzzy 
extractor is adopted to handle the user’s biometric information. Secondly, we achieve mutual 

authentication and key agreement among three entities, which are user, gateway and cluster 

head in the four phases. Finally, formal security analysis shows that the proposed scheme 
defends against various security pitfalls. Additionally, comparison results with other surviving 

relevant schemes show that our scheme is more efficient in term of computational cost, 

communication cost and estimated time. Therefore, the proposed scheme is well suitable for 

practical application in HEWSN.  
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1. Introduction 

In wireless sensor networks (WSN), a large number of sensor nodes are used to monitor data, 

and then the collected data are transmitted to the user via self-organizing multi-hop routing 

communication. WSN has a widely application in military, medical, industrial safety and other 
monitoring fields. Generally, WSN can be divided usaully into two categories: one is 

homogeneous wireless sensor networks (HOWSN) and the other is heterogeneous wireless 

sensor networks (HEWSN). The HOWSN is composed of a large number of homogeneous 

sensor nodes, which are deployed in specific target areas for collecting information, these 
sensor nodes sense perceptual information, and then the information is sent to user from the 

base station through the internet. However, the way of sensor node communication is 

multi-hop routing, which results to increase the transmission time and consume more energy. 
And more importantly, the sensor node which is close to the base station will be required to 

assist other long-distance sensor nodes to transmit information to base station, which will 

decreases lifetime of the entire network[1][2]. The architecture of HOWSN is shown in Fig. 1.  

User terminal

Internet

GW-nodeSensor node homogeneous wireless sensor networks

 
Fig. 1. The architecture of HOWSN 

 

Compared to HOWSN, some cluster header nodes are added in HEWSN, Fig. 2 shows the 

architecture of HEWSN. HEWSN will  become more and more popular in many fields than the 

HOWSN, there are some different aspects between them. Firstly, all sensor nodes of HEWSN 
are divided into some clusters, each cluster head node has more powerful computational 

ability, larger storage space and longer transmission distances. Secondly, the information 

sensed by ordinary sensor nodes is transmitted to the cluster head which is responsible for 
collecting, integrating and transmitting message. Finally, the integrate information is sent to 

base station. In a sum, HEWSN adopts hierarchical method, compared to HOWSN, HEWSN 

can reduces energy costs and extends the lifetime of the WSN[3]. 
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Internet

GW-nodeSensor node heterogeneous wireless sensor networks

Cluster head

 
Fig. 2. The architecture of HEWSN 
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Due to sensor node deployed in unattended fields, HEWSN is vulnerable to vaoius attacks. 

In addition, ordinary sensor node has a fatal flaw that which has constrained resources such as 
lack storage and energy, low computational and short radio transmission range. Therefore, it is 

vital importance to design a security and efficiency balanced authentication scheme for 

HEWSN. 

The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the relevanted 
literatures. Perliminaries used in this paper are described in Section 3. In Section 4, we propose 

a biometric-based user authentication scheme. The security analysis is described in Section 5. 

Security and performance comparison with  other surviving relevant schemes is described in 
Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes the full paper.  

2. Literatures Review 

In order to guarantee to access HEWSN safely, some user authentication schemes for HEWSN 

have been proposed by many researchers.  

In 2006, Wong et al. [4] proposed a lightweight user authentication scheme based on 
password. However, Das [5] pointed out that Wong et al.'s authentication scheme is vulnerable 

to stolen-verifier attacks in 2009. In order to overcome the extremely serious security flaw that 

Wong et al.'s verification tables are stored in the database of authentication nodes, Das 
proposed a two-factor authentication scheme based on password and smart card. In 2010, 

Chen et al. [6] pointed out that Das’s scheme cannot support mutual authentication between 

gateway node (GWN) and sensor node (SN), and then they proposed a robust mutual 

authentication protocol for WSN. In the same year, Li and Hwang [7] proposed a 
biometric-based efficient remote user authentication scheme with smart card, it is more 

efficient compared to other schemes. Yuan and Jiang [8] proposed a user authentication 

scheme based on biometric, the protocol utilized only Hash operation and provided password 
changed freely. In 2011, Yeh et al. [9] pointed out that Das's scheme has other security 

problems, for example, it is unable to resists forgery attack. Thence, a security authentication 

scheme based on Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) was proposed by them to solves the 
above-mentioned problems. Meantime, Yoon et al. [10] showed that Yuan's scheme cannot 

resist user forgery attack, GWN forgery attack and sensor node forgery attack. Then, an 

improved biometric authentication scheme was proposed by them. Li et al.[11] pointed out 

that authentication scheme of reference [7] does not resist middle attcks, and they proposed a 
biometric-based improved user authentication scheme with smart card. In 2012, He [12] 

indicated that Yoon's scheme cannot resist denial-of-service attack and fake attack from sensor 

nodes, then, they put forward an improved scheme. In 2013, Yoon and Kim [13] proposed an 
improved biometric-based user authentication scheme for WSN, the characteristic of their 

scheme used only secure one-way hash function and didn’t require the user password, 

therefore, Yoon’s scheme has more efficiency and convenience compared with other related 

traditional authentication schemes. Shi and Gong [14] proposed an improved ECC-based 
efficient authentication scheme based on Yeh et al.’s  [9] authentication scheme. Xue et al. [15] 

pointed out that most of the previous authentication methods have security flaws, so they 

proposed a mutual authentication and key agreement scheme based on temporal credential. In 
2014, Choi et al. [16] pointed out that scheme of reference [14] is vulnerable to stolen samrt 

card attack, and they proposed an enhanced protocal for WSN. Wang and Wang [17] put 

forward a general principle that public-key techniques are intrinsically indispensable to 
construct a two-factor authentication scheme. In 2015, Sheetal and Sandeep [18] found that 

Xue’s scheme is vulnerable to impersonation attack, stolen smart card attack, server spoofing 
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attack. Hence, they proposed a password based authentication scheme. At the same year, 

Chang et al.’s [19] and Choi et al. [20] pointed out that Yoon's scheme has various security 
problems, including biological recognition errors, user verification problems, user anonymity 

deficiency, denial-of-service attacks and session key exposure, in order to solve those security 

problems, an improved biometric authentication scheme based on fuzzy extraction was 

proposed by them. In 2016, Park et al. [21] founded that Choi et al.’scheme could not resist 
user impersonation attack, to overcome that security fault, they proposed an enhanced 

biometric-based authentication scheme for WSN. Laterly, a dynamic user authentication and 

key agreement scheme was proposed by Chang et al. [22], in their scheme, heterogeneous 
architecture was adopted to reduce the energy consumption of the whole WSN. In 2017, Moon 

et al. [23] demonstrated that Park et al.’s scheme could not resist user impersonation attack, 

and then they proposed an improved biometric-based authentication scheme for WSN. Li et al. 
[24] designed a user authentication scheme for wireless body area networks to protect user 

privacy message and provided the anonymous mutual authentication. Afterwards, Li et al.[25] 

put forward a three-factor anonymous user authentication scheme for Internet of Things (IoT) , 

the merits of the proposed scheme to utilize fuzzy commitment scheme to handle the user’s 
biometric information. Srinivas et al. [26] proposed a novel authentication and key agreement 

scheme for WSN using biohashing, and their scheme also supports dynamic node addition and 

user friendly password change mechanism.  
As aforementioned schemes, Chang et al.’s scheme provided for heterogeneous architecture, 

and in which the sensor nodes require none computation cost [19]. Therefore, we propose a 

more efficient user authentication scheme to extend the lifetime of WSN by take advantage of  

the merits of HEWSN. Furthermore, there are many advantages of biometric key, and some of 
the main advantages are described as follows: 

(1) It has no possibility of forgetting and losing biometric key.  

(2) It is difficult to copy and share biometric key. 
(3) It is extremely difficult to forge and distribute biometric key. 

(4) It is difficult to guess biometric key. 

(5) It is more difficult to crack biometric key than traditional password. 
Therefore, a biometric-based user authentication scheme will be more suitable than 

traditional password-based user authentication schemes  for HEWSN [9][13][15].  

3. Preliminaries 

3.1 Fuzzy Extractor 

The biometric-based fuzzy extractor [21][27-29] converts biometric data into a randomly 

value, which consists of two procedures (Gen, Rep), and they are described as follows: 
(1) Gen ( Bi ) = ( Ri, Pi ); 

(2) Rep ( Bi
*
, Pi ) = Ri      if Bi

*
 is reasonably close to Bi. 

The function Gen is a propabilistic generation procedure, its’ input is Bi, and its’ outputs 

include an “extracted” string 
l

iR }1,0{ and an auxiliary string 
*}1,0{iP . The function Rep 

is a deterministic reproduction procedure, which recovery Ri from the corresponding auxiliary 
string Pi. Even if the biometrics inputted by  user is disturbed by the scanning device, the 

retrieved Ri maintains a reasonable similarity status with the original biometric information for 

a long time, it satisfies the request of authentication. 
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3.2 Related Assumptions 

It is necessary to make the following assumption in order to make a better description and 
compare with other authentication schemes. 

Assumption 1. With regard to the one-way hash function )(xhy  , it is extremely easy to 

compute y for a given x, but it is extremely difficult to compute x for a given y. 

Assumption 2. The attacker UA can monitor the public communication channel among the 
user Ui, the gateway node GWN and the cluster header node CHIDj. Furthermore, UA has the 

ability to eavesdrop, intercept and modify the information transmitted through the public 

communication channel. 

3.3 Secure Channel Description  

Generally, the information transmission channel are mainly divided into two categories for 
WSN, one is public communication channel and the other is secure communication channel. 

For the public channel lack of security, any people can monitor, intercept and modify the 

transmitted data. However, secure channel has higher security properity, the message 

transmitted in secure channel will be keep confidentiality through adoptting some special 
measures (e.g. message encryption, face to face password exchange) to achieve secure 

transmition. In the paper, we think that all messages are transmitted in secure channel in order 

to better focus on the key problem.  

4. The Proposed Scheme 

In this section, we propose a secure and efficient remote user authentication scheme which is 
based on biometric information for HEWSN. The notations and  its description in the proposed 

paper are shown in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Notations and its description 

Notation Description 

Ui A user i 

GWN A trusted gateway node 

CHj A cluster header node j 

Sq A sensor node q 

CHIDj The identity of CHj 

IDi The identity of Ui 

xg A secret key of GW 

Bi Biometric template 

yi The secret number of Ui 

kj A pre-shared key of GWN and CHj,where kj=h(CHIDj‖xg) 

h(.) A secure one-way Hash function 

 
The entire authentication structure system of HEWSN is shown in Fig. 3, and which mainly 

includes three different roles, namely user, gateway node and cluster node. The whole process 

of the proposed authentication scheme is divided into four phases: (1) registration phase, (2) 
login phase, (3) mutual authentication and key agreement phase, and (4) revocation and 

reissue phase. 
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  Fig. 3. Structure of the proposed authentication system 

 

4.1 Registration Phase 

When the remote user authentication scheme starts, the user and GWN need to follow the 

following steps: 

Step 1. The gateway node generates a secret key xg and calculates the key kj = h (CHIDj‖xg) 
shared with each cluster header node j. Then, the cluster header node CHj load the shared key 

kj. Finally, they are deployed to the designated fields. 

Step 2. User Ui chooses IDi freely, and imprints her/his own biometric template Bi via the 
corresponding scanning device. Then, Ui utilizes the biometric template Bi to calculate and 

acquire the biometric key )( ii RhBPW  by means of the fuzzy extraction method 

)(, iii BGenPR  . Finally, Ui sends  ii BPWID , to the GWN through the secure 

communication channel.  

Step 3. After receiving the message from the Ui, GWN selects a randomly value yi  for Ui  and 

calculates the relevant parameter according to the equations (1-6).  
 

)||( gii xIDhf                                                        (1) 

)||||()( iiii yBPWIDhyhA                              (2) 

       iii yBPWIDhB  )||(                                         (3) 

       iiii fyBPWIDhC  )||||(                                  (4) 

    )||)(( ig yxhhD                                                     (5) 

   )()( gii xhBPWDfhq                             (6) 

 

Then, GWN stores )( gi xhy   and D in its database. 

Step 4. The GWN stores the parameters A, B, C, q and h (.) in a smart card and sends it to the 
user Ui through a secure channel. The  registration phase is shown in Fig. 4. 
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User(Ui) GWN
Generate xg, and computs kj=h(CHID || xg)

Choose IDi  freely and imprinta biometrics Bi

Computes <Ri,Pi>=Gen(Bi), BPWi=h(Ri)

< IDi, BPWi >

calculates fi=h(IDi || xg)

A=h(yi) ⊕ h(IDi  || BPWi  || yi )

B=h(IDi  || BPWi) ⊕ yi

Stores yi ⊕ h(xg) and D in GWN database

Generates randomly yi, and  

C=h(IDi  || BPWi  || yi) ⊕ fi

q=h(fi) ⊕ D ⊕ BPWi⊕ h(xg)

D=h(h(xg)  || yi) 

< Ai, B, C, q, h(· ) >

In a secure channel

 

Fig. 4. The proposed registration phase 

 

4.2 Login Phase 

When user wants to login to GWN, she/he must performs the following steps: 

Step 1. Ui inserts her/his smart card into the card reader and inputs IDi,, and she/he uses the 

scanning device to obtain Bi
*
. Then, the smart card calculates ),( **

iii PBREPR   and 

)( **

ii RhBPW  by fuzzy extraction method. 

Step 2. The smart card calculates )||( *

iii BPWIDhBy   and 

)||||()( **

iiii yBPWIDhyhA  , and then verifies AA ?*
, where A is stored in the 

smart card. If their values are not equal, the smart card rejects this login request. Otherwise, it 

proceeds to the next step. 

Step 3. The smart card picks up the current timestamps Ti, and then calculates the relevant 
parameters according to the equations (7-10). 

 

     )(1 ii yhTM                                              (7) 

 CyBPWIDhf iiii  )||||(                         (8) 

 iii BPWfhqN  )(                                (9) 

)||||( iiii yNThDID                                   (10) 

 

Step 4. The smart card sends the login request message  iii DIDNM ,,   to GWN. The  

login phase is shown in Fig. 5. 
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User(Ui) GWN
Inserts smart card(SC) and inputs IDi, 

imprints biometrics B i*,

SC calculates Ri* = Rep(Bi*, Pi)

               BPWi*= h(Ri*)

Then,SC computers yi=B ⊕ h(IDi  || BPWi* )

If accept,Computers  M1 = Ti ⊕ h(yi )

A*=h(yi) ⊕ h(IDi  || BPWi  || yi ), 

verifies A*?=A, Accept/reject?

fi = h(IDi  || BPWi  || yi) ⊕ C

DIDi = h(Ti  || Ni  || yi )
Ni = q ⊕ h(fi ) ⊕ BPWi

< M1, Ni, DIDi >

via a public channel

 
Fig. 5. The proposed login phase  

 

4.3 Mutual Authentication and Key Agreement Phase 

Upon receiving the login request, the GWN authenticates Ui according to the following steps: 

Step 1. After GWN received the login request message from Ui, GWN calculates 

)( gi xhND   with its private key gx and then checks whether D is in its database or not. If 

it isn’t, GWN refuses the login request of Ui and stops the session. If it is, GWN can finds that 

corresponding parameter )( gi xhy  , and yi can be easily retrieved via gx .  

Step 2. GWN recovers )(1 ii yhMT   using the received message M1 from Ui and yi 

retrieved in Step 1, then, GWN picks up the current timestamp T
*
. If TTT i  )( *

, where 

ΔT is the specified transmission delay time, GWN then calculates and verifies 

iiii DIDyNTh ?)||||( . If the above condition does hold, GWN confirms that Ui is a 

legitimate user. Otherwise, GWN rejects the login request of Ui and stops the session. Then, 
GWN selects a nearby cluster header CHj as the access node of data for Ui.  

Step 3. GWN picks up the current timestamp gT  and utilizes the pre-shared key 

)||( gjj xCHIDhk   between GWN and CHj  to calculates the relevant parameters according 

to the equations (11-13). 
 

    ggj TxCHIDhM  )||(2                                    (11) 

   )()||( igj yhxCHIDhR                                   (12) 

)(||)||||( igjg yhxCHIDThAuth                        (13) 

 

Then, GWN sends message  AuthRM ,,2  to the nearby cluster header CHj. 

Step 4. After receiving the message  AuthRM ,,2 from GWN, CHj obtains 

2MkT jg   utilizing kj and M2, CHj picks up the current timestamp T
**

. If 

TTT g  )( **
, CHj calculates Rkyh ji )(  utilizing R and kj, and verifies 
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AuthyhkTh ijg ?))(||||( . If the above condition does not hold, CHj rejects the request and 

stops the session, otherwise CHj  believes that GWN is valid. 

Step 5. The cluster header node CHj  picks up the current timestamp Tj  and calculates the 

relevant parameters according to the equations (14-15). 
 

    )||(3 gjj TkhTM                                          (14) 

 )||||||)((1 jjgi kTTyhhAck                              (15) 

 

Then, CHj sends the message  13, AckM  back to the GWN. 

Step 6. After receiving the message  13, AckM  from CHj,  GWN utilizes the M3 from the 

acquired message to retrieves ))||)||(( 3MTxCHIDhhT ggjj  . Then GWN selects the 

current timestamp T
***

. If TTT j  )( ***
, GWN computes and validates 

1?)||||||)(( AckkTTyhh jjgi  . If the above condition does hold, GWN ensures that CHj is 

valid. Meanwhile, GWN receives the correct time value Tg. Conversely, the session will be 

stopped by GWN. 

Step 7. GWN calculates the following parameters according to the equations (16-18): 

 

   )||)((4 iig TyhhTM                                   (16) 

     )||||(5 giij TTyhTM                                 (17) 

)||||||(2 jgii TTTyhAck                                 (18) 

 

Then, GWN sends the message  254 ,, AckMM  back to  Ui. 

Step 8. Ui retrieves gT and jT  from the equations (19-20) after receiving the message 

 254 ,, AckMM  from GWN, the processes are expressed as follows: 

 

    4)||)(( MTyhhT iig                                   (19) 

      5)||||( MTTyhT giij                                  (20) 

 

Then, Ui  calculates and verifies 2?)||||||( AckTTTyh jgii  . If the above condition does hold, 

Ui firmly believes GWN and CHj are valid, otherwise the session will be stopped. 
Step 9. After Ui, GWN and CHj have completed mutual authentication, they compute 

)||||)(( jgi TTyhhsk  , where  sk will be used as the secure communication session key. The  

mutual authentication and key agreement phase is shown in Fig. 6. 
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User(Ui) GWN

Accept/rejuct? If accept, computes and 

Calculates and checks Ni⊕h(xg) ?= D

<M2, R, Auth >

CHj

Accept/rejuct? If accept,computes

Ti = M1 ⊕h(yi)

Checks validity of  (T* - Ti) < ∆T

checks  h(Ti  || Ni  || yi ) ?= DIDi

M2 = h(CHIDj ||xg) ⊕ Tg

Calculates  Tg = kj ⊕ M2

Accept/rejuct? If accept,computes

R = h(CHIDj ||xg) ⊕ h(yi)

Auth = h(Tg ||h( CHIDj ||xg) || h(yi)) 

Via  a public channel

Ack1 = h(h(yi) || Tg  || Tj || kj)

Checks validity of  (T** - Tg) < ∆T

Accept/rejuct? If accept, 

Computes   h(yi) = kj ⊕ R

Checks  h(Tg ||kj || h(yi)) ?= Auth

Accept/rejuct? If accept,
then ,computes M3 = Tj ⊕ h(kj || Tg)

< M3, Ack1 >

Via a public channel

Calculates  Tj = h(h(CHIDj || xg ) || Tg) ⊕ M3

Checks validity of  (T*** - Tj) < ∆T
Accept/rejuct? If accept, 

Computes and h(h(yi) || Tg || Tj || kj) ?= Ack1

Accept/rejuct? If accept, 

Computes M4 = Tg ⊕ h( h(yi) || Ti ) 

M5 = Tj ⊕ h(yi || Ti  || Tg)

Ack2 = h(yi || Ti  || Tg || Tj)

< M4,M5, Ack1 >

Via a public channel

Calculates  Tg = h( h(yi) || Ti) ⊕ M4

Tj = h( yi || Ti || Tg) ⊕ M5

Checks h( yi || Ti || Tg || Tj) ?= Ack2

Accept/rejuct? If accept, 
GWN and CHj is valid

sk = h(h(yi) || Tg || Tj) 

 
Fig. 6. The proposed mutual authentication and key agreement phase 

4.4 Revocation and Reissue Phase 

Since biometric information cannot be changed, in order to have similar function that user can 
freely change password, the proposed scheme achieve this goal by changing the user ID. After 

changing the ID, the user only needs to input new ID when she/he logins in HEWSN, the 

biometric key is inputted in the same way that described in the login phase. The specific 
implementation processes are as follows: 
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Step 1. Ui inputs her/his original IDi and imprimts biometric template Bi
** 

from the 

biometric information scanning device, and then her/his calculates ),( ****

iii PBREPR   to 

obtain the biometric key )( ****

ii RhBPW  by means of the fuzzy extraction method.  

Step 2. The smart card computes )||( **

iii BPWIDhBy   , and verifies 

AyBPWIDhA iii  ?)||||( ****
 , If the condition does hold, the smart card believes that the 

Ui is valid. Contrarily, the smart card rejects the request of Ui ’s login, and stops the session 

right away. 

Step 3. After the verification success, Ui chooses a new identity IDi
new

 freely, and 

then related calculations are made according to the equations (21-25): 
 

      )||( g

new

i

new

i xIDhf                                             (21) 

     )||||()( ii

new

ii

new yBPWIDhyhA                   (22) 

      iii

new

i

new yyBPWIDhB  )||||(                        (23) 

    
new

iii

new

i

new fyBPWIDhC  )||||(                    (24) 

     )()( gi

new

i

new xhBPWDfhq                   (25) 

 

Step 4. The smart card replaces A, B, C, and q with A
new

, B
new

, C
new

, and q
new

 respectively. 

The  revocation and reissue phase is shown in Fig. 7. 

 

User(Ui) Smart card ( SC )

Ui chooses a new ID i 
new

 freely, then computers  

BPWi **= h(Ri**)

yi= B ⊕ h(IDi  || BPWi** )

Stores A
new

, B
new

, C
new

 and q
new

 in SC  Smart card

Inserts smart card(SC) and inputs IDi, 

imprints biometrics Bi**,

Checks  h(IDi ||BPWi** || yi ) ?= A

Accept/rejuct? If accept, 

 fi 
new 

= h(IDi 
new

 || xg)

A
new 

=h(yi) ⊕ h(IDi
new

  || BPWi  || yi )

B
new 

=h(IDi
new

 || BPWi) ⊕ yi

 calculates R i** = Rep(Bi**, Pi)

< IDi, Bi 
**

>

C
new

=h(IDi
new

 || BPWi  || yi) ⊕ fi
new

q
new

=h(fi 
new

) ⊕ D ⊕ BPWi⊕ h(xg)

Fig. 7. The proposed revocation and reissue phase 

5. Security Analysis 

In this section, we discuss the security and functional features of the proposed scheme, and our 

scheme resist most of known attacks and achieve some ideal functional features. 
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5.1 Biometric Recognition Error  

In the proposed scheme, biometric recognition error can be avoided by using the fuzzy 
extractor. The scheme proposed by Yoon and Kim [30] used a hash function to check the 

conformity in the biometrics. As we all known, one-way hash function has a property that the 

output value of the hash function will be changed dramatically even though the input data 

makes slight differences. In a practical application, biometric recognition error occurs 
inevitably, which leads to the consequences that legitimate user cannot complete the 

verification of login phase. For this problem, the proposed scheme uses fuzzy extraction 

method to solve it easily, so our scheme can resist biometric recognition error. 

5.2 Resistance to Replay Attack 

Assuming that an attacker UA has eavesdropped the transmitted message on the public channel, 
for the sake of impersonating anyone of the three parties such as Ui, GWN and CHIDj, UA 

replays the previous authentication message intercepted from the public channel to pass the 

related verification, but it is invalid for the proposed scheme because the timestamps Ti, Tg and 

Tj are included in each authentication phase. For example, when the GWN verifies a user 
during the authentication phase, GWN retrieves Ti through the obtained message 

 iii DIDNM ,,  after receiving the access request of UA , and then determines whether Ui is 

legal via TTT i  )( *
, GWN can confirms that Ui is legitimate if this is true, otherwise Ui is 

illegal. So our scheme can resistant to replay attacks. 

5.3 Resistance to User Impersonation Attack 

Assuming that the attacker UA wants to impersonate a user Ui and a GWN, UA  has to intercepts 

the login message  < M1, Ni, DIDi >  from the public communication channel, and then forges 

a login request message as follows: 

Step 1. The attacker UA picks up the current timestamp TA, and then guesses a value 
'

iy  

randomly. 

Step 2. UA computes )( '

1 iAA yhTM   and DIDiA = h(TA || Ni || yi’) . 

However, because attacker UA cannot fake M1A and DIDiA without knowing private value yi of 

Ui. Likewise, the change of parameters M1A and DIDiA will be detected by the Step 2 of mutual 

authentication and key agreement phase. Thus, the proposed scheme can resist user 
impersonation attack. 

5.4 Resistance to Gateway Faked Attacks 

Assuming that the attacker UA wants to get the data collected by the cluster header CHIDj. 

Without passing verification of GWN, the attacker UA will fakes a GWN to deceive the cluster 

header CHIDj. The specific practices of UA will be described  as following steps: 

Step 1. The attacker UA  picks up the current timestamp TA, and guesses a value 
'

iy  

randomly. 

Step 2. UA substitutes TA and 
'

iy  into equations (11-13) and obtains equations (26-28) 

correspondingly: 

  AgjA TxCHIDhM  )||(2                                   (26) 

        )()||( igjA yhxCHIDhR                                  (27) 
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   ))(||)||(||( '

igjAA yhxCHIDhThAuth                  (28) 

Then, the message  AAA AuthRM ,,2  will be sent to the CHIDj directly. Obviously, the 

owned value )||( gjj xCHIDhk   by GWN is not known to UA. Therefore, the GWN fake 

attack launched by the attacker is invalid for the proposed scheme. 

5.5 Resistance to Cluster Header Node Impersonation Attack 

Just like Section5.4, since the attacker UA does not know kj, UA cannot be impersonated as a 

cluster header node to fool GWN. Therefore, the proposed scheme can resist the cluster header 

node impersonation attacks. 

5.6 Resistance to Stolen-Verifier Attack 

Although the related parameters, such as )( gi xhy  , are stored in the database of GWN, it 

will not happen any threats to validate user’s login request on security. Assuming that the 

attacker UA has obtained a verification table from  GWN  which contains )( gi xhy   and D, if 

UA wants to be disguised as the user Ui, she/he has to utilizes )( gi xhy   to retrieve the 

private value yi of Ui  via the operations described in Section5.3, but it is not computationally 

feasible to retrieve yi  without knowing the private value gx  of GWN. Therefore, the attack is 

invalid for the proposed scheme. 

5.7 Resistance to Stolen Smart Card Attacks 

Assuming that the information stored in the smart card can be extracted by the attacker UA in 

some way (such as energy analysis attack [31]). If UA has stolen a user Ui 's smart card, and UA 

can obtain the parameter A,B,C,q and h(·) stored in the smart card. Then a login request 

message is forged by UA, the specific practices will be illustrated by the following steps: 

Step 1. The attacker UA  picks up the current timestamp TA. 

Step 2. The attacker UA uses the parameters A, B, C, q and h(·), TA to computes 

BBPWIDhy iii  )||( *
, then, she/he substitutes related parameters into equations (7-10), 

The processes of calculation are as follows: 

 

 )(1 iAA yhTM                                           (29) 

    CyBPWIDhf iiii  )||||(                         (30) 

   qBPWfhN iii  )(                                 (31) 

)||||( iiAiA yNThDID                                    (32) 

 

The bogus message faked by the attacker is  AiA DIDNM 11 ,, , but the bogus login request 

message cannot pass the authentication of GWN. UA cannot retrieves correctly yi  via 

BBPWIDhy iii  )||( , because UA cannot obtains Ui's IDi and Bi, so the proposed scheme 

can resist to stolen smart card attacks. 
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5.8 Resistance to Guessing Attacks 

Because the proposed scheme do not use the password, hence, it don’t exist password 
-guessing attack. Moreover, the user’s biometric information Bi is always protected by the 

hash function h(.). Considering that Bi has a high level of information entropy, unlike the 
traditional password, the attacker UA  cannot calculate the user's biometric key value by means 

of the hash value. Therefore, our scheme has ability to against guessing attacks. 

5.9 Forward Secrecy 

The proposed scheme obtains the session key sk between Ui and CHIDj according to the equal 

sk = h(h(yi) || Tg || Tj), an attacker has to obtains yi, Tg and Tj to calculates the session key of Ui 
or CHIDj. Although the attacker has ability to intercepts and modifies the transmitted message 

in  public channel, yet it is impossible for the attacker to computes the session key sk, because 

Tg and Tj are independent of each other, analysis result demonstrates that the proposed scheme 
provide perfect forward secrecy. 

5.10 Resistance to Insertion Attacks 

If attacker UA  wants to login in GWN and obtains the service without registation,  she/he must 

invades GWN and inserts the information  )(, gAA xhyD  into the database of GWN. 

However, it is definitely infeasible computational case that UA inserts the information 

 )(, gAA xhyD  into the gateway node database without knowing the secret value gx  of 

GWN. So that we can get the conclusion that the proposed scheme can against the insertion 

attack. 

5.11 Resistance to Capture Attacks of Cluster Header Node 

Assuming that the attacker UA has captured a cluster header node j and obtained the key 

)||( gjj xCHIDhk   stored in the cluster header node j. If UA launches an attack toward the 

proposed scheme, it will only impact the secure communication between the user and the 

compromised cluster header node j for WSN, however, the communication among the other 
cluster header nodes will not be affected in any way because a different key 

)||( gtt xCHIDhk   is shared between cluster header node t and GWN. Furthermore, UA does 

not know the key of the other non-compromised cluster header, which results in a consequence 

that the attacker UA cannot access the data of non-compromised cluster header t. So the 

proposed scheme can resist capture attack.  

5.12 User Anonymity and Non-traceability 

If UA wants to get the message of a specific user Ui, the attacker’s first step is to acquires user’s 

identity IDi according to the message  ii DIDNM ,,1  in login phase. However, it’s 

impossible for UA to retrieve IDi from the intercepted message because the IDi was not 

included in the message  ii DIDNM ,,1  by ii TyhM  )(1 , )()||(1 gig xhyxhN   

and )||)()||)((||( igigii yxhyxhhThDID  . In addition, we can also make a more serious 

assumption that the attacker possesses the smart card for a appropriate time, and the data 

stored in smart card has been acquired in some ways  by UA. After obtaining the message 

 )(,,,, hqCBA , where )||||()( iiii yBPWIDhyhA  , iii yBPWIDhB  )||(  and 
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iiii fyBPWIDhC  )||||( . Although the IDi are included in the three equals above 

mentioned, ye it is impossible for UA to computes and obtains user’s real IDi because which is 

protected according to one-way hash function. Similarly, the attacker also can’t acquire user’s 

real IDi via ID and )( gi xhy   stored in the database of GWN. In addition, we can know that 

every user’s identity is temporal and which can be changed dynamically via 

)||||( iiii yNThDID   because every session includes different timestamp Ti . In conclusion, 

the proposed scheme provides user anonymity. 

5.13 Mutual Authentication 

The proposed scheme realize the mutual authentication among user, cluster header node and 

gateway node.  

(1) Ui  authenticated by GWN 

When Ui sends the login request message  ii DIDNM ,,1  to the GWN, GWN retrieves Di 

and yi from its database with private key gx , then GWN makes judgment via 

iiii DIDyNTh ?)||||( . Ui is legitimate and valid if above condition does hold, and then 

GWN accepts the login request of Ui. 
(2) GWN authenticated by  CHj 

After Ui was authenticated by GWN in process (1) aboved mentioned, GWN generates and 

sends an verified message  AuthRM ,,2 to the nearby cluster header CHj, CHj uses private 

key kj to verify AuthyhkTh ijg ?))(||||( . CHj  believes firmly that GWN is valid if above 

condition does hold, and sends a feedback message  13, AckM to the GWN. Conversely, 

CHj rejects the login request and stops the session. 
(3) CHj  authenticated by GWN 

After receiving the feedback message  13, AckM  from CHj, GWN retrieves the 

timestamps 3)||( MTkhT gjj  , and then checks 1?))(||||||( AckyhTkTh ijjg  , if above 

condition does hold, GWN ensure that CHj is legal. Finally, GWN computes the feedback 

messages  254 ,, AckMM  and sends it to Ui. 

(4) GWN authenticated by Ui 

After receiving the feedback message  254 ,, AckMM , Ui retrieves the timestamps 

4)||)(( MTyhhT iig   and 5)||||( MTTyhT giij  , and then verifies 

21?)||||||( AckTTTyh jgii  . If above condition does hold, Ui  believes that GWN and CHj are 

valid. 

6. Security and Performance Comparisons 

In this section, we present the performance of the developed scheme with other surviving 

relevant schemes [9][13][15][19][21] in terms of security aspects, computation cost and 
communication cost.  

6.1 Comparison of Security and Functional Features  

Table 2 represents the security and functional features comparison of our scheme with other 
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surviving relevent schemes [9][13][15][19][21]. It can be observed that the schemes 

[15][19][21] are vulnerable to impersonation attack and the schemes [9][13][15][21] do not 
provide user anonymity property. Further, the schemes [15][19] neither protect from stolen 

smart card attack nor protect guessing attack. The scheme in [9] does not provide protection 

against the node capture attack. The schemes in [13][21] can not solve revocation and reissue 

problem. Yeh et al. [9] scheme does not facilitate session key aggreement as well as provide 
mutual authentication and the schemes in references [9][15] do not accurate password change 

phase. From Table 2, we observe that none of the authentication schemes are completely 

secured against various security threats and also do not provide all security features. However, 
the proposed scheme is secure against all the security threats as well as facilitates various 

security features such as user anonymity, mutual authentication, session key verification, etc. 

 
Table 2. Comparison of security and functional features 

Property Park  

et al.[21] 
Chang  

et al.[19] 
Yoon  

et al.[13] 
Xue  

et al.[15] 
Yeh  

et al.[9] 
Ours 

A1 Yes — No — — Yes 

A2 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

A3 No No Yes No Yes Yes 

A4 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

A5 Yes No Yes No Yes Yes 

A6 Yes No Yes No Yes Yes 

A7 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

A8 Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes 

A9 No — No — — Yes 

A10 Yes Yes No Yes No — 

A11 Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes 

A12 No Yes No No No Yes 

A13 Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes 

Note: A1: Resists to biometric recognition error, A2: Resists to replay attack, A3: Resists to 

impersonation attack, A4: Resists to stolen verifier attack, A5: Resists to stolen smart card attack, A6: 

Resists to guessing attack, A7: Resists to insertion attack, A8: Resists to node capture attack, A9: Solves 

revocation and reissue problem, A10: Provides password change phase, A11: Provides session key 

verification, A12: Provides user anonymity, A13: Provides mutual authentication. 

 

6.2 Comparison of Computational Costs  

In Table 3, we have shown the computational costs of our scheme along with other related 

schemes [9][13][15][19][21]. For calcultating computation costs, we firstly define some 
userful notation as follows: 

Th: is the time cost for one-way hash operation 

Ted: is the time cost for encryption/decryption operation 
Tecc: is the time cost for an elliptic curve operation 

Meanwhile, A conclusion according to the reference [32] has been indicated that 

Tecc>>Ted>>Th. Moreover, Th, Ted and Tecc are 0.0005s, 0.0087s and 0.0621s respectively 

according to reference [33]. Therefore, the estimated  execution time of the relevant schemes 
[9][13][15][19][21]  and the proposed scheme are 0.5023s, 0.0413s, 0.0145s, 0.0105s, 0.2830s, 

and 0.0130s, respectively. 
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Table 3. Computation costs comparison of our scheme with other related schemes 

Participant

↓ 
Park et al. [21] 

Chang et 

al. [19] 

Yoon et al. 

[13] 
Xue et al. 

[15] 

Yeh et al. [9] Ours 

Ui’s cost 6Th +2Tecc 11Th 5 Th +1 Ted 9 Th 4 Th +2 Tecc 11Th 

GWN’s cost 7Th +2Ted 6Th 5 Th +2 Ted 14 Th 4 Th +4 Tecc 11Th 

CHDj’s cost  0 0 0 0 0 4Th 

SN’s cost 4Th+1Ted+2Tecc 4Th 3 Th +1 Ted 6 Th 3 Th +2 Tecc 0 

Total cost 17Th+3Ted+4Tecc 

=0.2830s 

21Th 

=0.0105s 

13Th+4 Ted 

=0.0413s 

29 Th 

=0.0145s 

11Th +8 Tecc 

=0.5023s 

26Th 

=0.0130s 

 

From Table 3, we can see that the computation costs of the proposed protocol is better than 
that of  the existing schemes [9][13][15][21]. Though the proposed scheme require more 

computation cost as compared to Chang et al.’s [19], yet Chang et al.’s [19] scheme suffers 

from impersonation attack, stolen verifier attack and guessing attack. Since the proposed 
scheme is secure against various security attacks and faciliates various security feature, it may 

be sonsidered better than the Chang et al.’s scheme [19]. Therefore, we think that it is worthy 

to increase a little computation cost for higher security. Furthermore, the proposed scheme 
adopts the architecture of HEWSN, the sensor nodes don’t need to perform any operation, 

which can reduce greatly energy consumption, so the lifetime of the entire WSN is extended. 

Overall, our scheme not only keep the efficiency of computation, but also achieve well 

known functional and security features. 

6.3 Comparison of Communication Costs  

In Table 4, we have presented the communication cost of the proposed scheme along with 
other related schemes [9][13][15][19][21] . For computing the communication cost, we set the 

length of output of symmertric-key encryption/decryption algorithm, ECC point 

multiplication, output of one-way hash function at 128, 320, and 160 bits according to 
reference [34], reference [35], and reference [36], respectivley. Further, we assume that the 

length of timestamp is 32 bits and the length of identity is 160 bits. The proposed scheme 

require commnuication cost 1760 bits, whereas the Yeh et al. [9], Yoon et al. [13], Xue et al. 
[15], Chang et al. [19] and Park et al. [21] need the communication cost of 1664, 992, 1888, 

1408 and 1952 bits, respectively.  It is observed from Table 4 that the scheme in [9][13][19] 

require less communication over the proposed scheme.  However, we have seen in security 

and functional feature section that those schemes [9][13][19] do not provide various security 
attributes and also are vulnerable to various security attacks. In a word, to pay some extra cost 

for higher security features and functionalities is reasonable and hence the proposed scheme is 

better and suitable for practical application. 
 

Table 4. Communication costs comparison of our scheme with other related schemes 

Schemes↓ Communication cost Communication mode between different roles 

Yeh et al. [9] 1664 bits Ui→GWN,  GWN→Ui, SN→GWN 

Xue et al. [15] 1888 bits Ui→GWN, GWN→SN, SN→Ui 

Yoon et al. [13] 992 bits Ui→GWN, GWN →SN, SN →Ui 

Chang et al. [19] 1408 bits Ui→GWN, GWN→SN, SN→GWN, GWN→ Ui 

Park et al. [21] 1952 bits Ui→GWN, GWN→SN, SN→Ui 

Ours 1760 bits Ui→GWN, GWN →SN,SN→GWN, GWN→Ui 
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7. Conclusions 

In this paper, user authentication scheme based on biometrics for HEWSN is proposed. In the 

proposed scheme, (1) we take advantage of merit of biometric key replace traditional 
password, (2) only one-way hash function and XOR operation are used in the scheme, (3) the 

HEWSN with hierarchical transmission is used to reduce the energy consumption of the entire 

WSN, thereby which can prolongs the life cycle of the WSN. Analysis results show that the 
proposed scheme can provide mutual authentication and key agreement securely. Moreover,  

the proposed scheme can resist most attacks, such as stolen verifier attack, replay attack and 

guess attack and which has higher security compared with other related authentication 

schemes. Based on performance evaluation, the proposed scheme provides better performance 
than the existing schemes in terms of computation cost and communication cost. Further, the 

scheme proposed in this paper is more suitable for WSN applications in various fields. 
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